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costs.
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1 Introduction

Retailer differentiation and non-exclusive dealing are very common business practices. Retailers

can differ in the geographic locations, loyalty programs, target customer groups, and so on.

Such differentiation leads to a market penetration effect of non-exclusive vertical contracts. That

is, the demand for a manufacturer’s product under non-exclusive contracts is higher than that

under exclusive contracts, given the wholesale prices.1 This effect arises when differentiated

retailers (e.g., AT&T and Verizon, differentiated in terms of services and coverage) convert a

single product (e.g., iPhone X) of a manufacturer into multiple differentiated products. As a

result, the manufacturer can sell to more customers with a non-exclusive contract than with an

exclusive contract. This effect gives manufacturers an incentive to adopt non-exclusive vertical

contracts.

Although the market penetration effect is intuitive, it is unclear when such a penetration effect

exists and how it affects the vertical relationship between upstream and downstream firms. For

example, the penetration effect does not exist if every consumer purchases a product regardless

of the contract types or there is no outside option, as often is assumed in the literature. Even

if an outside option exists, the strength of the penetration effect may depend on factors such

as product quality. Overall, the literature do not focus on the market penetration effect when

studying the exclusivity of vertical contracts (e.g., Chang, 1992; Dobson and Waterson, 1996a;

Moner-Colonques et al., 2004; Mauleon et al., 2011; Bakó, 2016). In this paper, we contribute to

the literature by analyzing how the market penetration effect is determined and how it influences

vertical contract exclusivity in an oligopolistic model.

We consider a model of two differentiated manufacturers and two differentiated retailers with a

general demand function. Under the exclusive contract, each manufacturer sells its product ex-

clusively to a retailer. Under the non-exclusive contract, each manufacturer sells to both retailers.

To fix ideas, we first analyze scenarios in which the manufacturers both choose exclusive contracts

or both choose non-exclusive contracts. The manufacturers have all the bargaining power. We

compare the equilibrium outcomes in these scenarios. We show that, when the market penetration

effect is strong, non-exclusive dealing implies higher profits for the manufacturers and retailers.

1We use (non-)exclusive contracts and (non-)exclusive dealing interchangably in this paper.
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We then endogenize the manufacturers’ choices of contract types with Nash bargaining between

the manufacturers and the retailers to analyze contract exclusivity in equilibrium. We model this

as a three-stage game. First, the manufacturers simultaneously choose whether to adopt exclusive

or non-exclusive contracts. Their choices can be symmetric or asymmetric. The manufacturers

take into account the pricing and demand outcomes in the subsequent stages. Second, given

the contracts choices, the manufacturers and retailers engage in pairwise negotiations over the

wholesale prices. Both parties have bargaining power. The negotiations are interdependent

because the manufacturers’ and retailers’ disagreement values in one negotiation are their profits

from other negotiations. Third, given the negotiated wholesale prices and contract choices, the

retailers simultaneously choose retail prices while competing with each other. This model enables

us to analyze the impact of the market penetration effect and bargaining power on the equilibrium

outcomes of the contract types.

A few effects of the non-exclusive contracts determine the market penetration. First, a manu-

facturer’s product sold by differentiated retailers is viewed as different varieties of the product.

This variety effect relies on retailer differentiation, and it helps the manufacturer to reach more

customers. This increases the market penetration effect. Second, intra-brand competition arises

because the two retailers compete on the same manufacturer’s product under the non-exclusive

contracts. Given the wholesale prices, this effect drives down the retailers’ prices of the product

and strengthens the market penetration effect. Third, each retailer can internalize the inter-brand

competition between the two products under the non-exclusive contracts. This effect tends to in-

crease the retail prices because consumers may switch within the same retailer when the product’s

price rises. Hence, the internalization effect lowers the sales of the product and thus reduces the

market penetration effect. In the pairwise negotiations, choosing a non-exclusive contract reduces

the demand for a manufacturer’s product through increasing the disagreement value of the re-

tailers and thus decreasing the opponent’s product prices. We call this as the disagreement value

effect.

These effects of non-exclusive contracts influence the manufacturers’ profits not only through

the market penetration effect, but also through the consumers’ demand elasticities to the whole-

sale prices. The variety effect and intra-brand competition lower the wholesale price elasticities,

whereas the internalization effect increases them. Therefore, the comparison of the manufacturers’

profits under the two types of contracts depends on the relative strength of the three forces. When
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the variety effect and the intra-brand competition dominate the internalization effect, the market

penetration effect prevails and the wholesale price elasticities are lower in the non-exclusive con-

tracts. Together, they imply higher manufacturer profits in equilibrium compared with exclusive

contracts.

The market penetration effect relies on the existence of an outside option with a positive market

share, which is very common in reality. If consumers do not have an outside option (as in the

Hotelling model), the penetration effect does not exist because every consumer already buys a

product under the exclusive contracts and there is no room for the manufacturers to penetrate the

market. Since product quality influences the market share of the outside option under exclusive

contracts, it is an important factor that affects the strength of the market penetration effect.

Specifically, the strength of the penetration effect decreases as product quality increases. With

high-quality products, the outside option’s market share in the exclusive case is small, so the

market penetration effect of non-exclusive contracts is weak. On the contrary, as product quality

decreases, the outside option’s market share in the exclusive case increases, which implies a larger

potential market for the manufacturers to capture using non-exclusive contracts. Therefore, if

product quality is low, the manufacturers can earn more profits in the non-exclusive case than in

the exclusive case.

We apply the model to an example with logit demand functions to illustrate the market pen-

etration effect and to analyze the equilibrium outcomes.2 We solve for the equilibrium of the

three-stage game. We find three main results. First, the market penetration effect exists for wide

ranges of the price coefficient of demand, bargaining power, and asymmetric product quality and

costs. Second, choosing a non-exclusive contract is a dominant strategy for the manufacturers. In

particular, the manufacturers’ asymmetry in product quality and costs does not lead to asymmet-

ric contract choices in equilibrium. Third, a prisoners’ dilemma occurs if manufacturers have high

product quality or low costs. The manufacturers’ profits are lower under non-exclusive contracts

because the market penetration effect is small when the products already have high demand under

exclusive contracts due to high quality or low costs.

2The logit demand model naturally incorporates retailer differentiation and an outside option. Compared with
commonly used linear demand models, the logit demand model fits our purpose better for at least two reasons.
First, it allows us to explicitly define market size, shares, and outside goods, which are crucial in analyzing the
market penetration effect. Second, it enables us to consider wide value ranges of model parameters (including
asymmetric product quality and costs) to examine the robustness of the results without worrying about corner
solutions.
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Our paper is closely related to Dobson and Waterson (1996a), who also study vertical contract ex-

clusivity with differentiated retailers. Our paper is different in the following three aspects. First,

our paper explicitly studies the market penetration effect. That is, by choosing a non-exclusive

contract, a manufacturer’s product can reach more consumers when retailers are differentiated.

We analyze what determines this effect and examine how it influences vertical contract exclusivity

in an oligopolistic model. Second, we consider the negotiations between the manufacturers and re-

tailers on setting the wholesale prices. Given contract choices, the negotiations are interdependent

and both parties have bargaining power. In Dobson and Waterson (1996a), manufacturers have

all the bargaining power under non-exclusive contracts, while they maximize their joint profits

with retailers under exclusive contracts. Third, we consider not only asymmetric contract com-

binations but also asymmetric manufacturers in terms of product quality and costs. We explore

how the market penetration effect is related to product quality and costs and analyze how this

asymmetry affects the equilibrium contracts.

This paper sheds light on how retailer differentiation and the outside option together can affect

the comparison of exclusive and non-exclusive contracts. Although retailer differentiation and

outside options exist in most industries, the theoretical literature on exclusive contracting has

mostly focused on models with identical retailers (e.g., Rey and Stiglitz, 1988; Besanko and

Perry, 1993; Rey and Stiglitz, 1995) or differentiated retailers without an outside option (e.g.,

Besanko and Perry, 1994; Gabrielsen, 1996; Gabrielsen and Sørgard, 1999; Allain, 2002; Kourandi

and Vettas, 2010). Our model incorporates retailer differentiation and the outside option, and we

emphasize that they together may generate a strong market penetration effect, which provides an

incentive to the manufacturers to adopt non-exclusive contracts. Using the logit demand model,

we show that choosing a non-exclusive contract is a dominant strategy for the manufacturers and

a prisoners’ dilemma occurs when manufacturers’ products have high quality or low costs.

Our study also contributes to the literature that investigates manufacturers’ incentives to engage

in exclusive dealing.3 These incentives include reducing intra-brand competition and imposing the

foreclosure effect (e.g., Rey and Stiglitz, 1988; Rasmusen et al., 1991; Rey and Stiglitz, 1995; Segal

3More broadly, our paper is related to the literature on vertical restraints (e.g., Mathewson and Winter, 1984;
Katz, 1989; Lafontaine and Slade, 1997; Segal and Whinston, 2003; Lafontaine and Slade, 2007, 2008; Rey and Vergé,
2010; Mauleon et al., 2011), regarding their implications for producer and consumer prices, market structure,
efficiency, and welfare, as well as the role of exclusive dealing in the context of various vertical relations (e.g.,
Bernheim and Whinston, 1998; Mycielski et al., 2000; Spiegel and Yehezkel, 2003; Abito and Wright, 2008; Cachon
and Kök, 2010).
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and Whinston, 2000; Sass, 2005; Hortaçsu and Syverson, 2007; Asker and Bar-Isaac, 2014; Nurski

and Verboven, 2016). Some papers study the impacts the externalities of producer investment

and retailer promotional efforts on vertical contracts (e.g., Besanko and Perry, 1993; Desiraju,

2004). This paper focuses on the market penetration effect as an incentive of the manufacturers

to adopt non-exclusive contracts.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets up a general oligopolistic vertical

model for exclusive and non-exclusive contracts. Section 3 compares the equilibrium manufacturer

profits, retailer profits, and consumer surplus under exclusive and non-exclusive contracts. Then,

in section 4, we endogenize the manufacturers’ choices of exclusivity and allow the manufacturers

and retailers to negotiate the wholesale prices via Nash bargaining. Section 5 presents a specific

numerical example using a model with logit demand. We analyze the manufacturers’ endogenous

choices of exclusivity under symmetric and asymmetric setups in the numerical example in section

6. We conclude in section 7.

2 Vertical Contracts with Differentiated Retailers

2.1 A Two-Manufacturer, Two-Retailer Framework

We describe a baseline model for analyzing exclusive and non-exclusive contracts. Two manu-

facturers, A and B, produce two imperfectly substitutable products, denoted by a and b. These

products have quality δa and δb and constant unit costs, ca and cb, respectively. There are two

differentiated retailers, C and D.

We assume that the manufacturers both sign exclusive contracts or both sign non-exclusive con-

tracts with the retailers in this section.4 Under the exclusive contracts, a manufacturer sells its

product only to one retailer, and different manufacturers sell to different retailers. We use su-

perscript ee to denote variables in the exclusive case. Under the non-exclusive contracts, each

manufacturer sells its product to both retailers. We use superscript nn to denote variables in

this case. The manufacturers and retailers play a two-stage pricing game. In the first stage, the

manufacturers simultaneously set wholesale prices.5 The manufacturers cannot discriminate the

4We consider the endogenous choices on contract types and the negotiation between manufacturers and retailers
in section 4.

5We focus on linear contracts instead of non-linear contracts. This simplifies our analysis and still allows us
to examine the market penetration effect, which is the focus of this paper. Besides, nonlinear contracts may
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retailers by setting different wholesale prices to the two retailers. In the second stage, the retailers

simultaneously choose their retail prices after observing their own and the opponents’ wholesale

prices. The retailers do not have any costs other than paying the wholesale prices.

Under the non-exclusive contracts, a manufacturer’s product becomes two differentiated products

when sold by both retailers. For example, if the two retailers are in different locations, then

consumers get different utility from buying the same product at the two retailers. We denote

product j at retailer r by jr for j ∈ {a, b} and r ∈ {c, d}. An outside option exists aside from

the products, which is not buying from either retailer. Denote the outside option by o. Thus,

consumers face a choice set of three options (Ωee = {a, b, o}) when the manufacturers sign exclusive

contracts and a choice set of five options (Ωnn = {ac, ad, bc, bd, o}) when they sign non-exclusive

contracts. The market size is normalized to be one. We assume that each option in the choice set,

including the outside option, has a strictly positive market share under each type of contract.6

2.2 Exclusive Contracts

Without loss of generality, we assume that retailer C sells product a and D sells product b under

the exclusive contracts. Denote the retail prices of the two products by (pa, pb). Consumers’

demand for product j is a function of the retail prices, Qeej (pa, pb), ∀j ∈ {a, b}, where the super-

script ee denotes the scenario where the two manufacturers use exclusive contracts.7 Because the

market size is one, Qeej is equivalent to the market share of product j.

We use backward induction to solve for the equilibrium conditions of the two-stage pricing game

of the manufacturers and retailers. In the second stage, retailer C’s profit maximization problem

is

max
pa

(pa − wa)Qeea (pa, pb),

where wa is manufacturer A’s wholesale price. Retailer C gets a markup of (pa−wa) from product

not achieve efficient outcomes because of realistic issues such as observability. O’Brien and Shaffer (1992) show
that nonlinear contracts cannot achieve vertically integrated outcome when retailers cannot observe their rivals’
contracts. Moner-Colonques et al. (2004) also point out that it may be costly to have ex ante contracts that specify
all the contingencies and extract retailers’ profits by the fixed fee, if retailers’ operating profits are not observable
or there is uncertainty in demand or costs.

6This assumption holds in a model where consumers have heterogenous tastes for each option. For example, in
the model with logit demand as described in section 5, each option has a strictly positive market share.

7The demand should also depend on product quality. We assume that product quality does not change with the
contracts, so we omit it in the demand function.
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a. The first-order condition (FOC) for the retail price of a is

Qeea (pa, pb) + (pa − wa)
∂Qeea (pa, pb)

∂pa
= 0.

The FOC requires that the marginal profit from product a is zero given retailer D’s retail price

for product b. It determines retailer C’s best response function against retailer D’s retail price pb.

We denote it by pa(wa, pb). Similarly, from retailer D’s profit maximization problem, the FOC of

retailer D’s price of product b is

Qeeb (pa, pb) + (pb − wb)
∂Qeeb (pa, pb)

∂pb
= 0.

Denote retailer D’s best response function to C’s price by pb(wb, pa).

The best response functions of C and D together determine the retail prices of a and b. Let

peea (wa, wb) and peeb (wa, wb) be the retail prices under the exclusive contracts for any given whole-

sale prices, (wa, wb). Intuitively, the retail price of each product increases with the wholesale

prices of both products. That is,
∂peej (wa,wb)

∂wj
> 0 for j ∈ {a, b}. Plugging the retail prices into

the demand functions, we can write the demand for each product as a function of the wholesale

prices, Qeej (wa, wb) = Qeej (peea (wa, wb), p
ee
b (wa, wb)), j ∈ {a, b}.

In the first stage, manufacturer j chooses its wholesale price wj , knowing its impact on the retail

prices. Manufacturer j’s profit maximization problem is

max
wj

(wj − cj)Qeej (wj , wj′),

where j′ denotes the other product. The equilibrium wholesale prices, (wee∗a , wee∗b ), satisfy the

FOCs given by

Qeej (wee∗a , wee∗b )

[
εeejj(w

ee∗
a , wee∗b )(1− cj

wee∗j
) + 1

]
= 0, ∀j ∈ {a, b}, (1)

where εeejj(wa, wb) =
∂Qeej (wa,wb)

∂wj

wj
Qeej (wa,wb)

is the own-wholesale price demand elasticity of product

j.8 Let (pee∗a , pee∗b ) be the retail prices at the equilibrium wholesale prices (wee∗a , wee∗b ).

8 The wholesale prices indirectly affect consumer demand through the retail prices. The partial derivative is
∂Qnn

j nn(wa,wb)

∂wj
=

∑
j′
∂Qnn

j (wa,wb)

∂pnn
j′

∂pnn
j

∂wj
.
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2.3 Non-Exclusive Contracts

With non-exclusive contracts, each retailer sells both a and b. Due to retailer differentiation,

consumers’ choice set is Ωnn = {ac, ad, bc, bd, o}. Consumers’ demand for each product de-

pends on the retail prices of the products. Denote the demand function of product jr by

Qnnjr (pac, pad, pbc, pbd),∀j ∈ {a, b}, r ∈ {c, d}, where the superscript nn denotes the scenario where

both manufacturers use non-exclusive contracts.

The manufacturers and retailers play a two-stage pricing game, but each retailer’s profit now

comes from the sales of both products. In the second stage, the profit maximization problem of

retailer r ∈ {c, d} is

max
par,pbr

(par − wa)Qnnar (par, pbr, par′ , pbr′) + (pbr − wb)Qnnbr (par, pbr, par′ , pbr′),

where r′ denotes the other retailer. The FOC with respect to pjr is

Qnnjr + (pjr − wj)
∂Qnnjr
∂pjr

+ (pj′r − wj′)
∂Qnnj′r
∂pjr

= 0, ∀j, j′ ∈ {a, b}, j′ 6= j.

The first two terms are the impact of pjr on the retailer’s profit from product j, and the third

term is its impact on the retailer’s profit from product j′.

From the retailers’ FOCs, the retail prices are functions of the wholesale prices. For a pair of

(wa, wb), we denote the vector of the retail prices in the non-exclusive case by pnn(wa, wb) =

(pnnac (wa, wb), p
nn
ad (wa, wb), p

nn
bc (wa, wb), p

nn
bd (wa, wb)). Each manufacturer’s total demand is the

sum of its product sales from the two retailers. That is, consumers’ total demand for product j is

Qnnj (wa, wb) = Qnnjc (pnn(wa, wb)) +Qnnjd (pnn(wa, wb)), ∀j ∈ {a, b}.

In the first stage, the manufacturers simultaneously choose their wholesale prices to maximize

profits. Manufacturer j’s profit maximization problem is

max
wj

(wj − cj)Qnnj (wj , wj′).
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Let (wnn∗a , wnn∗b ) be the equilibrium wholesale prices. They satisfy the manufacturers’ FOCs

Qnnj (wnn∗a , wnn∗b )

[
εnnjj (wnn∗a , wnn∗b )(1− cj

wnn∗j

) + 1

]
= 0, ∀j ∈ {a, b},

where εnnjj (wa, wb) =
∂Qnnj (wa,wb)

∂wj

wj
Qnnj (wa,wb)

is the own-wholesale price demand elasticity of prod-

uct j under the non-exclusive contracts. Plugging the wholesale prices into the retail price func-

tions, we obtain the equilibrium retail prices under non-exclusive contracts, pnn(wnn∗a , wnn∗b ) =

(pnn∗ac , pnn∗bc , pnn∗ad , pnn∗bd ).

3 Comparison: Exclusive versus Non-Exclusive Contracts

In this section, we compare the equilibrium profits of the manufacturers and retailers between

scenarios where the manufacturers both choose exclusive contracts or both choose non-exclusive

contracts. We consider the case where the manufacturers and retailers are symmetric. The two

products have the same quality (δa = δb = δ) and the same unit cost (ca = cb = c), and the

retailers have the same demand when their retail prices are the same.9

3.1 Market Penetration Effect of Non-Exclusive Contracts

The market penetration effect exists for product j ∈ {a, b} if the total demand for j in the

non-exclusive case is greater than that in the exclusive case given the wholesale prices. That is,

Qnnjc (pnn(wa, wb)) +Qnnjd (pnn(wa, wb)) > Qeej (pee(wa, wb)),∀(wa, wb). (2)

There are three effects of the non-exclusive contracts that determine whether the market pene-

tration effect exists. The first is the retailers’ internalization effect. With the non-exclusive

contracts, each retailer can internalize the competition between the two products because it sells

both products. For example, when choosing the retail price of a, retailer r takes the impact of

par on the demand for its product b into account. This internalization effect increases the retail

9In section 4, we extend the model to a general setup where manufacturers may be asymmetric in terms of
product quality or costs, and they choose contract types endogenously. We examine an example of the extended
model in section 6.

Compared with the exclusive contracts, three important effects arise under the non-exclusive contracts. They
are the retailer internalization effect, intra-brand competition effect, and variety effect. We study how the effects
influence market penetration and the comparison of the manufacturers’ and retailers’ profits under the two types
of contracts.
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prices of both products because consumers may switch within a retailer when a product’s price

increases. Thus, the internalization effect reduces demand and weakens the market penetration

effect.

Second, intra-brand competition between the two retailers arises with the non-exclusive con-

tracts because the retailers directly compete on the same products. Fixing the wholesale prices,

the intra-brand competition lowers the equilibrium retail prices in the non-exclusive case com-

pared with the exclusive case. This is the opposite of the impact of the internalization effect

on the retail prices. Thus, the intra-brand competition effect boosts demand and increases the

market penetration effect.

Third, a variety effect can exist under the non-exclusive contracts. That is, the total demand

for j ∈ {a, b} in the non-exclusive case is greater than that in the exclusive case, given retail

prices:

Qnnjc (pa, pa, pb, pb) +Qnnjd (pa, pa, pb, pb) > Qeej (pa, pb),∀(pa, pb). (3)

The variety effect is a result of retailer differentiation and the positive share of the outside option.

Since each product is sold by both retailers under the non-exclusive contracts, more varieties of the

products are available to consumers. Consequently, this increases manufacturers’ sales because

some consumers who choose the outside option under the exclusive contracts may buy the products

under the non-exclusive contracts. Such consumers exist because the exclusive contracts limit the

availability of the products to consumers. At the same time, consumers who buy products in the

exclusive case will not switch to the outside option because the retail prices are unchanged in

equation (2). Thus, the variety effect strengthens market penetration.

The outside option plays an important role in the market penetration effect. If all consumers

purchase a or b (i.e., the outside market share is zero) in the exclusive case, then the market

penetration effect will disappear because non-exclusive contracts cannot increase the demand for

either product. Thus, the market penetration effect does not exist in the frameworks that do

not consider the outside option, like the standard Hotelling model where every consumer buys a

product.

As a result, the strength of the market penetration effect critically relies on the share of the outside

option in the exclusive case. The higher the outside option share is, the stronger the penetration
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effect can be. This share depends on the retailers’ prices and product quality. If the products

have very high quality and almost all the consumers buy one of the products under the exclusive

contracts, then the market penetration effect is small. However, if the product quality is low and

many consumers choose the outside option under the exclusive contracts, then the non-exclusive

contracts can significantly increase demand and the market penetration effect is strong.

3.2 Profits of the Manufacturers and the Retailers

We make the following regularity assumptions throughout the paper. First, an outside op-

tion exists and has a positive share under the exclusive contracts. That is, Qeea (pee∗a , pee∗b ) +

Qeeb (pee∗a , pee∗b ) < 1. This is true as long as some consumers do not buy the products in the exclusive

case. Second, the total demand for a product decreases with its own wholesale price and increases

with the other product’s wholesale price. That is,
∂Qj(wa,wb)

∂wj
< 0, ∀j ∈ {a, b}, and

∂Qj(wa,wb)
∂wj′

>

0, if j 6= j′ under both types of contracts. Third, the demand for a product decreases to zero as

its wholesale price goes to infinity, limwj→∞Qj(wa, wb) = 0, ∀j ∈ {a, b}.

The manufacturer of product j ∈ {a, b} earns a profit of πeej (wee∗j , wee∗j′ ) = (wee∗j −cj)Qeej (wee∗j , wee∗j′ )

in the exclusive case and πnnj (wnn∗j , wnn∗j′ ) = (wnn∗j −cj)Qnnj (wnn∗j , wnn∗j′ ) in the non-exclusive case.

We show that, under a few additional assumptions, the manufacturers get higher equilibrium prof-

its with the non-exclusive contracts than with the exclusive contracts.

Assumption 1. The market penetration effect exists for both products at exclusive equilibrium

wholesale prices. That is, for j ∈ {a, b},

Qnnjc (pnn(wee∗a , wee∗b )) +Qnnjd (pnn(wee∗a , wee∗b )) > Qeej (peea (wee∗a , wee∗b ), peeb (wee∗a , wee∗b )). (4)

Assumption 1 requires that, fixing the wholesale prices, the total demand of a product is greater

under the non-exclusive contracts than under the exclusive contracts. We only need this condi-

tion to hold at the exclusive equilibrium wholesale prices, (wee∗a , wee∗b ). The three effects of the

non-exclusive contracts discussed in section 3.1 determine whether this assumption holds. The

retailers’ internalization of the inter-brand competition increases the retail prices and has a nega-

tive impact on the demand for a product, but the intra-brand competition and the variety effect

of the retailer differentiation increase the demand. For example, consider two smartphone manu-
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facturers, Apple and Samsung, and two retailers, Verizon and AT&T. Fixing the retail prices of

the smartphones, the differentiation between Verizon and AT&T leads to the variety effect, which

increases total demand for both manufacturers under the non-exclusive contracts, compared with

the exclusive contracts. Conditional on the wholesale prices, the relative strength of the inter-

nalization effect and the intra-brand competition effect determine whether the retail prices are

higher or lower in the non-exclusive contracts. Even if the retail prices are higher under the

non-exclusive contracts, Apple and Samsung may still have higher demand if the market share of

the outside option is large under the exclusive contracts. This can be influenced by the quality of

the smartphones. In section 5, we show that Assumption 1 holds in a logit demand model with

wide ranges of product quality and price coefficient of demand.

We impose the condition in Assumption 1 in terms of the equilibrium wholesale prices for two

reasons. First, due to the vertical structural and oligopoly setup, it is challenging to solve for

the equilibrium wholesale prices as functions of the model parameters.10 Second, this assumption

only requires that the condition holds at the exclusive equilibrium wholesale prices, which is a

weaker assumption than a more general assumption on exogenous parameters.

Lemma 1. Under Assumption 1, the manufacturers get higher profits in the non-exclusive con-

tracts if they both use the exclusive equilibrium wholesale prices. That is, πnnj (wee∗j , wee∗j′ ) >

πeej (wee∗j , wee∗j′ ), ∀j ∈ {a, b}.

Lemma 1 is a direct implication of the market penetration effect. Because the total demand for

each product is higher under the non-exclusive contracts when the wholesale prices are at the

exclusive level, both manufacturers get more profits under the non-exclusive contracts. However,

the equilibrium wholesale prices under the non-exclusive contracts will be different from those

with the exclusive contracts. This is because the wholesale price demand elasticities are different

under the two types of contracts. To compare the equilibrium wholesale prices under the two

contract cases, we make the following assumption on the wholesale price elasticities.

Assumption 2. The own-wholesale price demand elasticity in the non-exclusive case is greater

10Expressing assumptions using model primitives of the general demand function or even a specific demand
model is challenging due to the successive duopolistic structure. An appropriate candidate demand model for our
framework should incorporate the retailer differentiation, outside option, and competition among all the products
in each contract type. With a linear demand model, the implied equilibrium prices can have corner solutions,
which depend on the parameter ranges. The logit demand model is an appropriate candidate, but its nonlinearity
prevents us from imposing assumptions on the demand model parameters directly. Therefore, instead of using a
specific demand model, we impose assumptions on the general demand function and use a numerical example of
logit demand to demonstrate the assumptions and results in section 5.
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than that in the exclusive case when wholesale prices are at the exclusive equilibrium levels. That

is,

0 > εnnjj (wee∗a , wee∗b ) > εeejj(w
ee∗
a , wee∗b ),∀j ∈ {a, b}. (5)

Fixing the wholesale prices, the non-exclusive contracts change the elasticity through three chan-

nels. First, when the wholesale prices increase, the retail prices increase by larger amounts in

the non-exclusive contracts because of retailer internalization, which implies that
∂Qnnj (wa,wb)

∂wj
be-

comes more negative. The increased retail prices also reduce demand, Qnnj . Thus, internalization

increases the wholesale price elasticity. On the contrary, the intra-brand competition makes the

demand less elastic to the wholesale price because it drives down the retail prices and thus in-

creases demand. That is,
∂Qnnj (wa,wb)

∂wj
becomes less negative and Qnnj increases. Lastly, the variety

effect reduces the wholesale price elasticities by increasing demand, Qnnj . Therefore, Assumption

2 holds when the intra-brand competition effect and the variety effect together dominate the

internalization effect.

The manufacturers’ marginal profits increase as the demand becomes less elastic with respect

to the wholesale price.11 Assumption 2 implies that the manufacturers’ marginal profits in the

non-exclusive case are positive at the exclusive equilibrium wholesale prices. This is because that

the FOCs indicate that the marginal profits are zero in equilibrium under the exclusive contracts.

Since the demand is less elastic in the non-exclusive contracts, the marginal profits are positive.

We summarize this result in Lemma 2.

Lemma 2. Suppose that Assumption 2 holds, then
∂πnnj (wee∗a ,wee∗b )

∂wj
> 0, ∀j ∈ {a, b}.

To see why this lemma holds, take manufacturer A’s profit as an example. We have

∂πnna (wee∗a , wee∗b )

∂wa
= Qnna (wee∗a , wee∗b )

[
εnnaa (wee∗a , wee∗b )(1− c

wee∗a
) + 1

]
> Qnna (wee∗a , wee∗b )

[
εeeaa(w

ee∗
a , wee∗b )(1− c

wee∗a
) + 1

]
= 0.

The inequality follows from Assumption 2, and the last equality is from the FOC in the exclusive

contracts as in equation (1).

Given that the marginal profit at the exclusive equilibrium wholesale prices is positive, each man-

11The marginal profit in the non-exclusive case is
∂πnn

j (wa,wb)

∂wj
= Qnnj (pnn(wa, wb))∗ (1+

wj−cj
wj

εnnjj (wa, wb)). The

marginal profit in the exclusive case is similar.
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ufacturer will increase its wholesale price to increase profits. As a manufacturer increases its

wholesale price, the opponent will also adjust its wholesale price. The direction of the adjustment

depends on the complementarity between the two prices. If the two prices are strategic comple-

ments, a manufacturer’s optimal price will increase with the opponent’s. We show that the two

wholesale prices are strategic complements under the following assumption.

Assumption 3. The second-order cross derivative of manufacturer j’s profit function is positive.

That is,
∂2πnnj (wa,wb)

∂wa∂wb
> 0, ∀j ∈ {a, b}.

Assumption 3 requires a manufacturer’s marginal profit
∂πnnj (wa,wb)

∂wj
to increase with the opponent’s

wholesale price under the non-exclusive contracts. The marginal profit depends on the demand

and the elasticity,
∂πnnj (wa,wb)

∂wj
= Qnnj (wa, wb)

[
εnnjj (wa, wb)(1− c

wj
) + 1

]
. As the wholesale price

of j′ 6= j goes up, the demand for j (Qnnj ) increases, and the elasticity of j (i.e., εnnjj (wa, wb))

increases. Thus, the derivative of
∂πnnj (wa,wb)

∂wj
will increase with wj′ .

Lemma 3. Under Assumptions 1 - 3, we have the following results on the non-exclusive contracts.

1. When the opponent’s wholesale price is greater than or equal to its exclusive equilibrium level,

manufacturer j’s optimal wholesale price is greater than its exclusive equilibrium level. That

is, wnnj (wj′) > wee∗j , if wj′ ≥ wee∗j′ .

2. Manufacturer j’s best response function, wnnj (wj′), is strictly increasing in wj′. In other

words, the wholesale prices are strategic complements.

3. When the opponent’s wholesale price is greater than the exclusive equilibrium level, manu-

facturer j’s profit is higher in the non-exclusive case than its exclusive equilibrium profit:

πnnj (wnnj (wj′), wj′) > πnnj (wee∗j , wee∗j′ ), for all wj′ ≥ wee∗j′ .

Proof. The proof is detailed in Appendix A.

The results in Lemma 3 have two important implications. First, with non-exclusive contracts, the

wholesale prices of both manufacturers are higher than the exclusive equilibrium prices because

their marginal profits are strictly positive at the exclusive equilibrium levels. Second, each man-

ufacturer gets more profits when it optimally adjusts its price as the opponent’s price increases.

We summarize these findings in the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1-3, there exists an equilibrium with the non-exclusive con-
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tracts in which the wholesale prices are greater than the exclusive equilibrium prices. Moreover,

each manufacturer’s equilibrium profit in the non-exclusive case is greater than its equilibrium

profit with the exclusive contracts. That is, (wnn∗a , wnn∗b ) > (wee∗a , wee∗b ) and πnna (wnn∗a , wnn∗b ) >

πeea (wee∗a , wee∗b ).

Proof. The proof is detailed in Appendix A.

Figure 1 illustrates the best response wholesale price functions of the two manufacturers in

the non-exclusive contracts. The solid curve is manufacturer B’s best response function, and

the dotted curve is A’s. In this figure, manufacturer A’s best response curve starts from the

point (wnna (wee∗b ), wee∗b ). From Lemma 3, we know that this point is below the 45-degree line,

wnna (wee∗b ) > wee∗a = wee∗b . Similarly, B’s best response curve starts from the point (wee∗a , wnnb (wee∗a ))

and this point is above the 45-degree line because wee∗b = wee∗a < wnnb (wee∗a ). Both best response

functions are bounded by wnm, which is the wholesale price of the manufacturer as a monopoly

(i.e., when the opponent’s wholesale price goes to infinity). As a result, the intersection point of

the two best response curves determines the the non-exclusive equilibrium wholesale prices, and

they are greater than the exclusive equilibrium prices.

The retailers’ total profits depend on their total demand and markups. The total demand is the

same as the manufacturers’ total demand. The retailers’ markups in the non-exclusive contracts

depend on the demand elasticities with respect to the retail prices. We show that the retailers

sell more products and can earn higher markups in the non-exclusive contracts.

Figure 1: Best Response Functions under Non-Exclusive Contracts
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Proposition 2. The retailers get higher markups and more profits with the non-exclusive contracts

than with the exclusive contracts if the following conditions hold:

1. The total equilibrium demand for the two products is higher in the non-exclusive contracts

than in the exclusive contracts. That is,

Qnna (wnn∗a , wnn∗b ) +Qnnb (wnn∗a , wnn∗b ) > Qeea (wee∗a , wee∗b ) +Qeeb (wee∗a , wee∗b ). (6)

2. The marginal demand for each product in the non-exclusive case is greater than that in the

exclusive contracts. That is,

∂Qeej (pee∗)

∂peej
<
∂Qnnac (pnn∗)

∂pnnj
+
∂Qnnad (pnn∗)

∂pnnj
+
∂Qnnbc (pnn∗)

∂pnnj
+
∂Qnnbd (pnn∗)

∂pnnj
< 0, ∀j ∈ {a, b}. (7)

The proof is detailed in Appendix A. The condition in inequality (6) means that the outside

option’s market share in the equilibrium of the non-exclusive contracts is lower than that in

the exclusive contracts. The condition holds if the market penetration effect exists and the

manufacturers do not over-adjust the wholesale prices in response to the market penetration

effect. The left-hand side of inequality (7) is the marginal demand for product j against its retail

price in the exclusive contracts. The four terms in the middle are the impacts of the retail price

of j on the total demand for all products. Two of the terms are negative own-derivatives, and

the other two are positive cross-derivatives. The second inequality in (7) requires that the own-

derivatives dominate the cross-derivatives so that the overall impact of a price increase is negative.

It is equivalent to assuming that the outside option market share increases with pnnj , which holds

if the outside option is a substitute to the products. We show that the two inequalities, (6) and

(7), hold in the logit demand model in section 5.2.

The consumer surplus is different under the two contract cases. The three effects of the non-

exclusive contracts that determine the market penetration effect also affect the consumer surplus

through retail prices and consumer demand. Specifically, the internalization effect lowers the

consumer surplus because it increases the retail prices and thus reduces demand. The intra-brand

competition effect increases with the consumer surplus because it lowers the retail prices and thus

increases demand. The variety effect increases demand for given retail prices. In section 5.2, we

show that consumer surplus is a strictly increasing function of total demand for the products in
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an example of the model with logit demand.

4 Endogenous Vertical Contracts with Negotiations

We now extend the baseline model to allow for the manufacturers’ endogenous choices of the

contract types and consider the negotiation between the manufacturers and retailers over the

wholesale prices. The manufacturers can have asymmetric product quality and costs.12 The

extended model has three stages. In the first stage, the manufacturers simultaneously choose

whether to adopt exclusive (E) or non-exclusive (NE) contracts. Their choices can be symmetric

or asymmetric. Thus, there are four possible combinations of contract choices: (E, E), (NE, E),

(E, NE), (NE, NE). When the manufacturers choose contracts, they take into account the pricing

and demand outcomes in the bargaining stage (the second stage) and pricing stage (the third

stage). In the second stage, given the contracts choices, the manufacturers and retailers negotiate

over wholesale prices. Both parties have bargaining power. This is more general than the baseline

model where the manufacturers have all the market power. The negotiations are interdependent

because the manufacturers’ and retailers’ disagreement values in one negotiation are their profits

from other negotiations. These profits are determined in the retailers’ pricing stage (the third

stage). In the third stage, given the contract choices and negotiated wholesale prices, the retailers

simultaneously choose retail prices when competing with each other.

Without loss of generality, we assume that in the (E, E) case, manufacturer A negotiates and

contracts with retailer C, and manufacturer B negotiates and contracts with retailer D. In the

combination (E, NE), manufacturer A negotiates with retailer C, and manufacturer B negotiates

with retailers C and D. The negotiations take place pairwisely. For example, manufacturer B’s

negotiations with C and D take place separately, and the negotiated wholesale prices can be

different. Similarly, in the (NE, E) case, manufacturer A negotiates with retailers C and D

separately, and manufacturer B negotiates with retailer D. Lastly, in the (NE, NE) case, each

manufacturer negotiates with each of the two retailers separately.

Given contract choices, the disagreement values of the manufacturer and retailer in a negotiation

are their profits from other negotiations. The disagreement value is zero if the manufacturer or

retailer does not engage in any other negotiation, such as in the (E, E) case. If a manufacturer

12The asymmetric quality is implicitly incorporated in the demand functions.
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(retailer) engages in two negotiations, then its disagreement value in a negotiation is its profit

from the other negotiation. For instance, in the (NE, E) case, manufacturer A’s disagreement

value when negotiating with retailer C is its profit from a successful negotiation with retailer D.

The non-exclusive contract has a negative effect on a manufacturer’s demand through increasing

the disagreement values of the retailers, in addition to the variety effect and intra-brand com-

petition. We call this the disagreement value effect. For example, when A switches from

the exclusive contract (with C) to the non-exclusive contract (with both C and D), retailer D’s

disagreement value in the negotiation with manufacturer B changes from zero to positive. This

lowers the negotiated wholesale price between B and D and thus lowers D’s retail price for product

b. This dampens the positive impact of the non-exclusive contract on the demand for product

a. Therefore, the market penetration effect of the non-exclusive contract depends on the net

effect of the intra-brand competition effect, the variety effect, and the disagreement value effect.13

Next, we describe the three-stage game in the reverse order to show the factors that affect the

manufacturers’ equilibrium contract choices.

4.1 Stage Three: A Pricing Game between Retailers

In the third stage, retailers C and D play a pricing game, given the manufacturers’ contract

choices and the negotiated wholesale prices. The pricing game depends on the contract choices.

In the (E, E) case, retailer r ∈ {c, d} chooses the price pjr (jr ∈ {ac, bd}) to maximize its

profit, given the negotiated wholesale prices wjr. Let the demand for product j ∈ {a, b} sold

by retailer r be Dee
jr(pac, pbd), where the superscript ee indicates the contract combination. The

profit maximization problem of retailer C is

max
pac

(pac − wac)Dee
ac(pac, pbd).

Retailer D’s profit maximization problem is

max
pbd

(pbd − wbd)Dee
bd(pac, pbd).

13When comparing a manufacturer’s choices of E and NE, we focus on the disagreement value effect instead of
the internalization effect as discussed in section 3, because the latter only applies to the comparison between (E,
E) and (NE, NE).
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The equilibrium outcome is a pair of retail prices, peeac(wac, wbd) and peebd(wac, wbd).

In the (E, NE) case, retailer C sells both products and chooses pac and pbc, and retailer D only sells

product b and chooses price pbd. Let the demand for product jr ∈ {ac, bc, bd} be Den
jr (pac, pbc, pbd).

Retailer C’s profit maximization problem is

max
pac,pbc

(pac − wac)Den
ac (pac, pbc, pbd) + (pbc − wbc)Den

bc (pac, pbc, pbd).

Retailer D’s profit maximization problem is

max
pbd

(pbd − wbd)Den
bd (pac, pbc, pbd).

The equilibrium outcome is a vector of retail prices: penac (wac, wbc, wbd), p
en
bc (wac, wbc, wbd), and

penbd (wac, wbc, wbd). Denote the demand at the equilibrium prices as Den
jr (wac, wbc, wbd), jr ∈

{ac, bc, bd}.

The (NE, E) case is similar to the (E, NE). Retailer C sells only product a and chooses pac. Retailer

D sells both products and chooses pad and pbd. Let the demand for product jr ∈ {ac, ad, bd} be

Dne
jr (pac, pad, pbd). From similar profit maximization problems, the equilibrium outcome is a vector

of retail prices: pneac (wac, wad, wbd), p
ne
ad(wac, wad, wbd), and pnebd (wac, wad, wbd). Denote the demand

at the equilibrium prices as Dne
jr (wac, wad, wbd), jr ∈ {ac, ad, bd}. The superscript ne highlights

the difference compared with the (E, NE) case. This difference matters when manufacturers are

asymmetric.

In the (NE, NE) case, both retailers sell the two products. Retailer C chooses pac and pbd, and re-

tailer D chooses pad and pbd. The demand for product jr ∈ {ac, ad, bc, bd} is Dnn
jr (pac, pad, pbc, pbd).

The maximization problem of retailer C is

max
pac,pbc

[(pac − wac)Dnn
ac (pac, pad, pbc, pbd) + (pbc − wbc)Dnn

bc (pac, pad, pbc, pbd)].

The maximization problem of retailer D is

max
pad,pbd

[(pad − wad)Dnn
ad (pac, pad, pbc, pbd) + (pbd − wbd)Dnn

bd (pac, pad, pbc, pbd)].

The equilibrium outcome is the optimal retail prices: pnnjr (wac, wad, wbc, wbd). We denote the
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corresponding demand as Dnn
jr (wac, wad, wbc, wbd), jr ∈ {ac, ad, bc, bd}.

Overall, this stage is similar to the baseline model in section 3. The three individual effects

that affect market penetration also exist in this stage. First, the variety effect increases mar-

ket penetration. This is because more varieties of the products available to consumers when a

manufacturer’s product is sold by both retailers. Second, intra-brand competition between the

two retailers drives down the retail prices and strengthens the market penetration effect. Third,

the disagreement value effect increases a retailer’s disagreement value in the negotiation with the

competing manufacturer and reduces the market penetration of the non-exclusive contract.

4.2 Stage Two: Manufacturer-Retailer Negotiations

Given the manufacturers’ contract choices, each manufacturer and retailer pair negotiates on the

wholesale price in the second stage, taking into account the corresponding equilibrium outcome

in the third stage.

4.2.1 Wholesale Price Negotiations under the (E, E) Contracts

In the (E, E) contracts, two negotiations take place. Manufacturer A negotiates with retailer C

and manufacturer B negotiates with retailer D. Denote the bargaining power of the manufacturers

by ρ and the bargaining power of the retailer by 1−ρ. Following Dobson and Waterson (2007), we

assume that each manufacturer and retailer pair negotiates the wholesale price wjr (jr ∈ {ac, bd})

via Nash bargaining. In the bargaining between manufacturer A and retailer C, wac solves the

following maximization problem:

max
wac

[πeea (wac, wbd)]
ρ[πeec (wac, wbd)]

1−ρ, (8)

where πeea (wac, wbd) = (wac−ca)Dee
ac(wac, wbd) and πeec (wac, wbd) = (peeac(wac, wbd)−wac)Dee

ac(wac, wbd)

are the profits of manufacturer A and retailer C, respectively. The demand function Dee
ac(wac, wbd)

takes into account the equilibrium retail prices in the third stage. Manufacturer A and retailer

C both have disagreement values of zero because they do not engage in other negotiations in the

(E, E) case.
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The negotiation between manufacturer B and retailer D is similar. Although the two negotiations

are pairwise, the two wholesale prices have indirect impacts on each other through the retailers’

pricing game in the third stage. Intuitively, as wac increases, the retail price pac goes up and

demand for product b increases. This consequently increases the negotiated wbd. The FOCs of

the two negotiations together determine the equilibrium wholesale prices, (weeac, w
ee
bd).

When ρ = 1, the manufacturers have all the bargaining power and choose the wholesale prices

to maximize their own profits. This extreme case is the same as the scenario of the exclusive

contracts in section 2. When ρ = 0, the manufacturers do not have any bargaining power. To

maximize profits, the retailers will bargain the wholesale prices down to the manufacturers’ costs.

4.2.2 Wholesale Price Negotiations with (E, NE) Contracts

Three negotiations occur in the (E, NE) case: manufacturer A negotiates with retailer C, and man-

ufacturer B negotiates with retailers C and D. The corresponding wholesale prices are (wac, wbc, wbd).

The retail prices are functions of the wholesale prices: penac (wac, wbc, wbd), p
en
bc (wac, wbc, wbd), and

penbd (wac, wbc, wbd). Denote the derived demand for product j of retailer r by Den
jr (wac, wbc, wbd).

It takes into account the impact of the wholesale prices on the retail prices. The Nash bargaining

problem between manufacturer A and retailer C is:

max
wac

[
πena (wac, wbc, wbd)

]ρ[
πenc (wac, wbc, wbd)− π0c (wbc, wbd)

]1−ρ
, (9)

where πena (wac, wbc, wbd) = (wac−ca)Den
ac (wac, wbc, wbd) and πenc (wac, wbc, wbd) = (penac (wac, wbc, wbd)−

wac)D
en
ac (wac, wbc, wbd) are the profits of the manufacturer and retailer, respectively. Retailer C’s

disagreement value effect is π0c (wbc, wbd), which is its profit from selling the product of B only.

Manufacturer A’s disagreement value effect is zero because it does not sell any product if the

negotiation fails.

The negotiations between manufacturer B and the retailers are similar to the negotiation above.

The difference is that, if the negotiation between B and C fails, then the contracts become (E, E)

and B’s disagreement value is its profit from selling to retailer D, and C only earns profits from

selling the product of A. If the negotiation between B and D fails, then both manufacturers A

and B only sell to retailer C. Thus, B’s disagreement value is its profit from selling to retailer C,
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and D’s disagreement value is zero.

As in the (E, E) case, the three wholesale prices also indirectly affect each other through the

retailers’ pricing game in the third stage. The FOCs of the three maximization problems jointly

determine the equilibrium wholesale prices. We denote them as a vector, (wenac , w
en
bc , w

en
bd ).

4.2.3 Wholesale Price Negotiations with (NE, E) Contracts

Three negotiations occur in the (NE, E) case: manufacturer A negotiates with C and D, and man-

ufacturer B negotiates with retailer D. The corresponding wholesale prices are (wac, wad, wbd), and

the retail prices implied from the stage-three game are pneac (wac, wad, wbd), p
ne
ad(wac, wad, wbd), and

pnebd (wac, wad, wbd), respectively. Let the demand for product j sold by retailer r beDne
jr (wac, wad, wbd).

In the negotiation between A and C, the optimal wholesale price solves the following maximization

problem:

max
wac

[
πnea (wac, wad, wbd)− π0a(wad, wbd)

]ρ[
πnec (wac, wad, wbd)

]1−ρ
, (10)

where πnea (wac, wad, wbd) = (wac−ca)Dne
ac (wac, wad, wbd) and πnec (wac, wad, wbd) = (pneac (wac, wad, wbd)−

wac)D
ne
ac (wac, wad, wbd) are the profits of A and C if the negotiation is successful, respectively. In

addition, π0a(wad, wbd) is the disagreement value of manufacturer A, which is its profit from the

negotiation with retailer D given the wholesale price vector (wad, wbd). Retailer C’s disagreement

value is zero.

The Nash bargaining problems between retailer D and the two manufacturers are similar. If the

negotiation between A and D fails, then it becomes the (E, E) case. Their disagreement values

are the profits from the (E, E) contracts. If the negotiation between B and D fails, then B

gets zero profit, and D gets the profit from selling the product of A. The three wholesale prices

indirectly affect each other via the retailers’ pricing game in the third stage. The FOCs of the

three negotiation problems jointly determine the equilibrium wholesale prices. We denote them

as a vector, (wneac , w
ne
ad , w

ne
bd ).

4.2.4 Wholesale Price Negotiations with (NE, NE) Contracts

When both manufacturers choose the non-exclusive contracts, four negotiations occur: manufac-

turers A and B separately negotiate with retailers C and D. The wholesale prices are (wac, wad, wbc, wbd).
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The corresponding retail prices are pnnac (wac, wad, wbc, wbd), p
nn
ad (wac, wad, wbc, wbd), p

nn
bc (wac, wad, wbc, wbd),

and pnnbd (wac, wad, wbc, wbd). Denote the demand for product j sold by retailer r asDne
jr (wac, wad, wbc, wbd).

In the negotiation between A and C, the wholesale price solves the following maximization prob-

lem:

max
wac

[
πnna (wac, wad, wbc, wbd)− π0a(wad, wbc, wbd)

]ρ[
πnnc (wac, wad, wbc, wbd)− π0c (wad, wbc, wbd)

]1−ρ
,

(11)

where πnna (wac, wad, wbc, wbd) = (wac − ca)Dnn
a (wac, wad, wbc, wbd) and πnnc (wac, wad, wbc, wbd) =

(pnnac (wac, wad, wbc, wbd)−wac)Dnn
ac (wac, wad, wbc, wbd) are the profits of manufacturer A and retailer

C if the negotiation is successful, respectively. If the negotiation fails, the contracts will be (E,

NE), and the corresponding manufacturer and retailer get their profits from the negotiation

with the other retailer or the other manufacturer. We denote the disagreement values of the

manufacturer and retailer by π0a(wad, wbc, wbd) and π0c (wad, wbc, wbd), respectively. The other three

Nash bargaining problems are similar to the problem above.14 The four FOCs of the negotiations

determine the equilibrium wholesale prices. We denote them by (wnnac , w
nn
ad , w

nn
bc , w

nn
bd ).

When ρ = 1, the manufacturers have all the bargaining power and their maximization problems

are similar to these of the non-exclusive contracts in section 2. The difference is that here the

manufacturer maximizes the profit of each product (e.g., ac or ad) separately, while in the baseline

model in section 2, the manufacturer maximizes the joint profit of the two products (e.g., ac and

ad) so that the competition between the two products can be internalized. Despite the difference,

the market penetration effect plays a similar and important role.

4.3 Stage One: The Manufacturers’ Contract Choice Game

In the first stage, the manufacturers simultaneously choose exclusive or non-exclusive contracts.

For each possible outcome in this stage, the manufacturers can expect their profits in the final stage

of the game. In the (E, E) case, denote manufacturer m’s profit by πeem(weeac, w
ee
bd). In the (E, NE)

case, manufacturer m’s profit is πenm (wenac , w
en
bc , w

en
bd ). In the (NE, E) case, manufacturer m’s profit

is πnem (wneac , w
ne
ad , w

ne
bd ). In the (NE, NE) case, manufacturer m’s profit is πnnm (wnnac , w

nn
ad , w

nn
bc , w

nn
bd ).

14Notice that the asymmetric contracts used to calculate the disagreement values can be different from the two
asymmetric cases above in subsection 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. For example, if the negotiation between A and C fails, then
the contracts are (E, NE) and A sells to D. If the negotiation between B and D fails, then the contracts become
(NE, E) and B sells to C.
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Given these profits, the payoff table of the contract choice game is presented as Table 1.

Table 1: Payoff Table of the Contract Choice Game

B
Exclusive (E) Non-Exclusive (NE)

E
πeeb (weeac, w

ee
bd) πenb (wenac , w

en
bc , w

en
bd )

πeea (weeac, w
ee
bd) πena (wenac , w

en
bc , w

en
bd )

A

NE
πneb (wneac , w

ne
ad , w

ne
bd ) πnnb (wnnac , w

nn
ad , w

nn
bc , w

nn
bd )

πnea (wneac , w
ne
ad , w

ne
bd ) πnna (wnnac , w

nn
ad , w

nn
bc , w

nn
bd )

The equilibrium contracts in this stage depend on the manufacturers’ profits under different

contracts. The strength of the market penetration effect influences the profit differences between

the non-exclusive contract and the exclusive contract. In section 6, we analyze how different

product quality and costs affect the strength of market penetration and the equilibrium contracts

in an example of the model with logit demand.

5 Example: Vertical Contracts with Logit Demand

5.1 A Logit Demand Model

To compare the equilibrium outcomes in the exclusive and non-exclusive contracts in section 3,

we study an example with the logit discrete-choice demand following McFadden et al. (1973),

which provides an ideal framework to illustrate the impacts of the market penetration effect. It

explicitly incorporates the retailer differentiation and outside option. The quality of the products

influences the strength of the market penetration effect.

Given the products available in the market, consumer i’s utility from purchasing product jr is

uijr = δjr − αpjr + εijr, (12)

where δjr is consumers’ mean utility of product jr, which represents the product quality, and pjr

is the retail price of product jr. The parameter α is the price coefficient. In this section, we
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assume that the products have the same quality, δjr = δ.15 The individual idiosyncratic utility

shock, εijr, follows the Type-I extreme value distribution. The mean utility of the outside option

is zero, δ0 = 0. Assume that the market size is one, so the demand for each product is the same

as its market share.

Under the exclusive contracts, retailer C sells product a and retailer D sells product b under

the exclusive contracts. The consumers face a choice set of the two products and the outside

option, Ωee = {a, b, o}. The manufacturers choose their wholesale prices (weea , w
ee
b ) first, then

the retailers choose their retail prices after observing the wholesale prices. The retailers pay the

wholesale prices to the manufacturers. Let retailer C’s price of product a be peea and retailer D’s

price of product b be peeb . Denote the price vector as pee = (peea , p
ee
b ) and the net mean utility as

δeej = δ − αpeej , j ∈ {a, b}. The demand for product j ∈ {a, b} is

Qeej (pee) =
eδ
ee
j

1 +
∑

k=a,b e
δeek
. (13)

Under the non-exclusive contracts, each retailer sells both products. Due to retailer differentiation,

we denote retailer C’s products by ac and bc and D’s products by ad and bd. Consumers face a

choice set of five products, Ωnn = {ac, bc, ad, bd, o}. The retail prices are (pnnac , p
nn
bc ) for retailer C

and (pnnad , p
nn
bd ) for retailer D. Denote the vector of prices by pnn = (pnnac , p

nn
bc , p

nn
ad , p

nn
bd ). The net

mean utility of product j ∈ {a, b} from retailer r ∈ {c, d} is δnnjr = δ − αpnnjr . The demand for

product jr is

Qnnjr (pnn) =
eδ
nn
jr

1 +
∑

k=a,b

∑
l=c,d e

δnnkl
. (14)

Under both types of contracts, the retailers simultaneously choose the retail prices, which depend

on the wholesale prices and the demand function. The manufacturers choose wholesale prices

after taking the retailers’ pricing responses into account.

5.2 A Numerical Example

With the logit demand model, we now illustrate the results in section 3 in a numerical example.

We focus on the differences in the manufacturer profits, retailer profits, and consumer surplus

15We consider asymmetric manufacturers in section 6.
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between the two types of contracts in equilibrium.16 We consider wide value ranges of the two

key parameters of the model: the price coefficient (α) and product quality (δ). For each (α, δ),

we separately solve for the symmetric equilibrium under exclusive and non-exclusive contracts.

Due to symmetry, we only report the results for manufacturer A and retailer C.

Figure 2 shows the differences in the equilibrium wholesale prices of manufacturer A’s product

between the two contract cases, wnn∗a −wee∗a . We find that wnn∗a −wee∗a < 0 when product quality is

low, and it becomes positive as quality increases for a given price coefficient α. This is consistent

with how the difference in wholesale price demand elasticities between the two contract types

changes with δ.17 When δ is small, demand is less elastic in the non-exclusive contracts if the

wholesale prices are the same in the two contract cases, so the manufacturers will choose higher

wholesale prices under the non-exclusive contracts. As δ increases, the demand becomes more

elastic in the non-exclusive contracts, and the manufacturers will choose relatively lower wholesale

prices.

Figure 2: Differences in the Wholesale Prices between (NE, NE) and (E, E)
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Figure 3a shows the differences in the equilibrium retail prices of manufacturer A’s product,

pnn∗a − pee∗a . The differences in the retail prices echo the wholesale price differences in Figure 2.

For a given α, pnn∗a − pee∗a < 0 when product quality is high and pnn∗a − pee∗a > 0 when product

quality is low. Figure 3b shows the changes in the retailers’ markups. Although the retail prices

can be lower, the retailers’ markups are always greater in the non-exclusive contracts. This is

because there are two effects that lower retail price demand elasticities. First, the internalization

effect reduces the marginal impact of an increase in the retail price because consumers may switch

16We verify that assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold in the example in Online Appendix OA.
17We compare the wholesale price demand elasticities between the two contract types for the range of δ in Figure

OA.2 of Appendix OA.
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to the other product of the same retailer. Second, the variety effect increases the total sales of

each retailer. Thus, each retailer can charge a higher markup without losing consumers in the

non-exclusive contracts.

Figure 3: Differences in the Retail Prices and Markups between (NE, NE) and (E, E)

(a) Differences in Retail Prices
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(b) Differences in Retailer Markups
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Figure 4a shows the differences in the equilibrium demand for product a between the non-exclusive

and exclusive contracts, Qnn∗a − Qee∗a . The equilibrium demand is always higher in the non-

exclusive contracts. For a fixed α, the difference increases with product quality, implying that

more consumers purchase under the non-exclusive contracts as product quality improves. Two

reasons lead to this monotonicity. First, as shown in Figure 3a, the retail prices are lower in the

non-exclusive contracts when product quality is high. Second, the total demand for a product

increases with product quality in both types of contracts. The differences are also larger as

product quality increases.

Figure 4: Differences in the Demand and Manufacturer Profit between (NE, NE) and (E, E)

(a) Differences in Demand
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(b) Difference in Manufacturer Profit
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Figure 4b shows the differences in manufacturer A’s profits under the two contract cases, πnn∗a −

πee∗a . We find that the differences in profits depend on the product quality and price coefficient.

When δ is small and α is large, πnn∗a −πee∗a > 0, and when δ is large and α is small, πnn∗a −πee∗a <

0. Since the equilibrium is symmetric, the same pattern applies to manufacturer B’s profits.

When product quality is high, each manufacturer’s wholesale price is lower in the non-exclusive

contracts than in the exclusive equilibrium because demand becomes more elastic.18 Meanwhile,

the demand does not increase much in the non-exclusive contracts.19 This is because each product

already has a high market share in the exclusive contracts due to high product quality. Therefore,

manufacturers’ profits are lower in the non-exclusive contracts. When product quality is low,

each manufacturer increases the wholesale price, and demand also increases, as shown in Figure

4a. Thus, each manufacturer obtains a higher profit in the non-exclusive contracts when product

quality is low.

Figure 5: Differences in the Retailer Profit and Consumer Surplus between (NE, NE) and (E, E)

(a) Differences in Retailer Profit
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(b) Differences in Consumer Surplus
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Figure 5a shows the differences in retailer C’s profits, πnn∗c − πee∗c . The differences in retailer

D’s profits are the same because the equilibrium is symmetric. We find that each retailer always

obtains a higher profit in the non-exclusive contracts for all (α, δ) combinations. This is because

the markups and sales of the retailers are higher in the non-exclusive contracts. The demand for

each product is higher in the non-exclusive contracts, as shown in Figure 4a; thus, the total sales

of each retailer is also higher. The retailers’ markups on the two products are also higher, as

shown in Figure 3b. Therefore, each retailer not only sells more of the products, but also charges

higher markups, so the profits are higher under the non-exclusive contracts. Figure 5a also shows

18See Figure OA.2 of the online appendix for the wholesale price demand elasticity.
19See Figure OA.1 of the online appendix for the difference in demand between the two contract types.
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that the difference in the retailer profits increases with product quality and decreases with the

price coefficient.

Figure 5b presents the differences in consumer surplus, CSnn∗ −CSee∗. The consumer surplus is

always higher in the non-exclusive contracts. The consumer surplus is an increasing function of

the total market share of the products in the logit demand model, so the higher total demand in

the non-exclusive contracts means that the consumers are better off.20

Figure 6 presents the differences in social welfare between the non-exclusive and exclusive equi-

librium. Social welfare is the sum of the manufacturers’ profits, retailers’ profits, and consumer

surplus. The differences are positive except when the quality is very high and the price coefficient

is very low. Retailer profits and consumer surplus are always higher under the non-exclusive

contracts. Thus, the difference in social welfare depends on the changes in the manufacturers’

profits. Since the manufacturers’ profit loss is largest when product quality is high and the price

coefficient is small, the difference in social welfare is also lowest in such case and can even be

negative.

Figure 6: Differences in the Social Welfare between (NE, NE) and (E, E)
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6 Example: Endogenous Contracts with Negotiation

We extend the logit numerical example to examine the equilibrium of the three-stage game in

section 4, where the contract choices are endogenous and the manufacturers and retailers negotiate

over the wholesale prices. To analyze the impacts of the product quality, product cost, price

20According to Train (2003), given the Type-I extreme value distribution assumption of the logit demand model,

the consumer surplus in the exclusive contracts case is CSee = 1
α

ln(eδ
ee
a + eδ

ee
b ) = 1

α
ln

[
Qee

a +Qee
b

1−(Qee
a +Qee

b
)

]
; in the

non-exclusive case, it is CSnn = 1
α

ln(eδ
nn
ac + eδ

nn
bc + eδ

nn
ad + eδ

nn
bd ) = 1

α
ln

[
Qnn

ac +Qnn
bc +Qnn

ad +Qnn
bd

1−(Qnn
ac +Qnn

bc
+Qnn

ad
+Qnn

bd
)

]
.
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coefficient, and bargaining power on the equilibrium, we use wide ranges for these parameters

in the numerical example.21 First, we examine the equilibrium when the manufacturers are

symmetric. We then allow for asymmetry in the manufacturers’ product quality and costs and

analyze their impacts on the equilibrium contract choices.22

6.1 Symmetric Product Quality and Product Costs

We consider a symmetric case where the product quality and product costs are the same for both

manufacturers. Since the impact of product costs on the equilibrium is similar to that of product

quality, we focus on the impact of product quality on the equilibrium of the endogenous contract

choice game. The key parameter is δ(= δa = δb). For a wide range of δ,23 we solve the equilibrium

choices of contract types, wholesale prices, retail prices, demand, and profits of the manufacturers

and retailers in the three-stage game. As expected, these results are consistent with the findings

in section 5.2, which is a special case of the current setup. However, two interesting patterns are

present in the current setup where the choices of contract types are endogenously determined.

First, choosing the non-exclusive contract is a dominant strategy for both manufacturers, which

implies that (NE, NE) is the equilibrium. This result arises from the market penetration effect

and the three effects associated with it. For example, consider manufacturer A’s choice between

NE and E. On the one hand, the non-exclusive contract has a negative impact on manufacturer

A’s profit due to the disagreement value effect. When retailer D sells both products, it has a

higher disagreement value in the negotiation with manufacturer B. This helps it to negotiate a

lower wholesale price with B and thus decrease the retail price of B’s product, which reduces

the demand for A’s product. On the other hand, the variety effect and intra-brand competition

of the non-exclusive contract have positive impacts. The variety effect increases the demand for

A’s product due to retailer differentiation. The intra-brand competition lowers retail prices and

increases demand for A’s product. Both effects increase manufacturer A’s profits. Overall, the

net effect of the non-exclusive contract is positive for all parameter values considered. As a result,

manufacturer A makes more profits by choosing NE regardless of B’s choice.

21Specifically, we consider product quality δ ∈ [0, 4], product cost c ∈ [0, 1], bargaining power parameter ρ ∈
[0.25, 0.75], and price coefficient α ∈ [0.7, 1.3].

22In total, we consider five setups. In section 6.1, we consider three setups with symmetric manufacturers and
wide ranges for the price coefficient, bargaining power, and product quality, respectively. In section 6.2, we consider
the other two setups with asymmetric manufacturers in terms of product quality and costs.

23Specifically, δ ∈ [0, 4]. The values of the other parameters are: ca = cb = 0, ρ = 0.5, and α = 1.
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Second, a prisoners’ dilemma occurs when product quality (δ) is high. That is, the manufacturers

get higher profits under (E, E) although (NE, NE) is the dominant-strategy equilibrium. As shown

in section 5.2, the market penetration effect of the non-exclusive contract decreases as δ increases.

The manufacturers’ gains in market shares from choosing NE decrease as product quality increases.

At the same time, the equilibrium wholesale prices increase more with product quality in exclusive

contracts than in the non-exclusive contract. As a result, the manufacturers obtain higher profits

under (E, E) compared with the equilibrium outcome (NE, NE), and consequently the prisoners’

dilemma occurs. This result is consistent with the profit comparison between (E, E) and (NE,

NE) in Figure 4b in section 5.2.

We find that NE is always the dominant strategy for all the values of the price coefficient (α)

and bargaining parameter (ρ) under consideration. Interestingly, the prisoners’ dilemma occurs

for small α’s or small ρ’s. When α is small, more consumers buy the two products and the

competition between A and B is stronger. This reduces the wholesale prices. The variety effect of

the non-exclusive contract decreases as α decreases because fewer consumers choose the outside

option in the exclusive contracts. Thus, the manufacturers’ profits are greater under (E, E) than

under (NE, NE), and the prisoners’ dilemma occurs. Similarly, when ρ is small, the manufacturers

set low wholesale prices, which lead to low profits, and this loss is magnified by the non-exclusive

contracts. Thus, the prisoners’ dilemma occurs if the manufacturers’ bargaining power is small.

In the context of more manufacturers and retailers, the number of available combinations of con-

tracts increases exponentially with the number of players.24 Whether the non-exclusive contract

is a dominant strategy or not becomes less clear. However, the variety effect, intra-brand com-

petition, and disagreement value effect still exist. They jointly determine the strength of market

penetration and the differential profitability of the non-exclusive contract compared with the ex-

clusive contract. For example, consider the case of two manufacturers and three retailers. A

non-exclusive contract is defined as selling to all three retailers, while an exclusive contract is de-

fined as selling to one or two retailers. Whether the non-exclusive contract is a dominant strategy

depends on the marginal changes of the internalization effect, the intra-brand competition effect,

and the disagreement value effect when a manufacturer switches from contracting with one or two

retailers to contracting with all three retailers.

24For example, consider the case of two manufacturers and three retailers, there are 49 = (23 − 1)2 contract
combinations to consider.
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6.2 Asymmetric Product Quality and Product Costs

There are two setups in which the manufacturers are asymmetric: they either have different

product quality or different product costs. In this subsection, we focus on the setup with different

product quality because the results of the setup with different product costs are similar.25 For a

wide range of (δa, δb), we solve and examine the equilibrium in the three-stage game.26

We find similar results to these in section 6.1. First, NE is the dominant strategy. This is

again because the variety effect and intra-brand competition effect dominate the disagreement

value effect. Second, the prisoners’ dilemma occurs when both manufacturers have high product

quality because the market penetration effect is small when product quality is high. This is

consistent with the intuition in section 6.1 where the variety effect, as a determinant of the

market penetration effect, is small when both products have high quality. That is, (NE, NE)

does not significantly increase the demand for the products when compared with (E, E). Also, the

disagreement value effect of the non-exclusive contracts significantly lowers the wholesale prices.

In addition, we find several new results in the comparison of the equilibrium prices across the four

contract combinations. First, under the (NE, NE) contracts, the manufacturer with the higher

quality product sets higher wholesale prices than the opponent, and the wholesale price decreases

as the opponent’s product quality increases. Second, under the asymmetric contracts, (NE, E) and

(E, NE), the manufacturer that chooses NE charges higher wholesale prices than the opponent

(that chooses E), and it also sets a higher wholesale price for the retailer who only sells one

product than for the other retailer, conditional on product quality. For example, when A chooses

NE and B chooses E, the equilibrium wholesale prices satisfy wac > wad > wbd. Manufacturer A

lowers its price for retailer D because D has a higher disagreement value (from the contract with

manufacturer B) than C. Third, among the four contract combinations, a manufacturer always

gets the highest profit when it chooses NE and the opponent chooses E. For example, (NE, E)

gives manufacturer A the highest profit. However, (NE, E) cannot be the equilibrium because B

would switch to NE.

25More detailed discussion of the results of the two setups is provided in Online Appendix OC.1 and OC.2,
respectively. In particular, we show that, in the setup where A and B have asymmetric product costs, choosing the
non-exclusive contract is a dominant strategy for all asymmetric values of (ca, cb) considered, and the prisoners’
dilemma occurs when product costs are low.

26The range for δa and δb is 0 to 4. The other parameters are ca = cb = 0, α = 1, and ρ = 0.5.
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7 Conclusion

Retailer differentiation and outside goods are ubiquitous in almost every industry. Together

they imply a market penetration effect of non-exclusive contracts, which can substantially affect

manufacturers’ profits, retailers’ profits, and consumer surplus. In this paper, we study how the

market penetration effect is determined and how it influences vertical contract exclusivity in an

oligopolistic model. We first analyze a two-by-two model in which the two manufacturers both

choose exclusive contracts or both choose non-exclusive contracts. The manufacturers have all

the bargaining power. We show that the market penetration effect is influenced by the variety

effect, intra-brand competition effect, and internalization effect. Using an example of the model

with logit demand, we show that when product quality is low (or product costs are high), the

market penetration effect is strong and the manufacturers and retailers have higher profits under

the non-exclusive contracts than under the exclusive contracts.

We then extend the model to endogenize the manufacturers’ contract choices and consider the

bargaining between the manufacturers and retailers on the wholesale prices. We find two interest-

ing results. First, choosing a non-exclusive contract is a dominant strategy for both manufacturers

for all the parameter values considered. Thus, the asymmetry in product quality or costs does

not result in asymmetric contract choices in equilibrium. Second, a prisoners’ dilemma occurs

when manufacturers’ products have high quality or low costs: the manufacturers could both be

better off if they choose exclusive contracts.

This paper focuses on understanding the demand and competition impacts of retailer differentia-

tion on vertical contract exclusivity. We abstract away from the manufacturers’ cost of establishing

a contract relationship with a retailer. This cost may impose an additional tradeoff to the man-

ufacturers in the contract exclusivity decisions. Such a tradeoff is similar to the one studied in

Dobson and Waterson (1996b), who focus on firms’ product-range decisions. On the one hand,

signing an exclusive contract avoids the contract-establishment cost with the other retailer. On

the other hand, non-exclusive contracts may reduce the average contract-establishment cost (and

diversify the risk of trading with only one retailer) if economies of scope exist in the contract-

establishment cost. Considering such cost effects in addition to the demand and competition

impacts of retailer differentiation could be an interesting topic for future research.
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Appendix

A Proofs

This appendix section provides the proofs of the lemmas and propositions in the paper.

Proof of Lemma 3

Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider manufacturer A in this proof.

Proof of Statement 1. We prove the first statement in three steps. First, manufacturer A can
get a positive profit if it sets the wholesale price equal to the exclusive equilibrium level when
wb ≥ wee∗b . That is, for wb ≥ wee∗b ,

πnna (wee∗a , wb) = Qnna (wee∗a , wb)(w
ee∗
a − ca) ≥ Qnna (wee∗a , wee∗b )(wee∗a − ca) = πnna (wee∗a , wee∗b ) > 0,

where the two equalities are from the definition of profit. The first inequality follows from As-
sumption 3, which assumes that the demand for a product increases with the wholesale price of
the other product. The second inequality follows from the fact that the equilibrium profits in the
exclusive contracts must be positive due to the retailer differentiation.

Second, manufacturer A’s marginal profit at the wholesale price wee∗a is positive. That is,

∂πnna (wee∗a , wb)

∂wa
≥
∂πnna (wee∗a , wee∗b )

∂wa
> 0,∀wb ≥ wee∗b . (15)

The first inequality follows from Assumption 3 because wb ≥ wee∗b . The second inequality is
the result in Lemma 2. Thus, A’s marginal profit is positive when its wholesale price is at the
exclusive equilibrium level and wb is greater than wee∗b . Lastly, we know that as a manufacturer’s
wholesale price goes to infinity, the demand for its product goes to zero, and so does its profit,

lim
wa→∞

πnna (wa, wb) = 0.

To summarize the three steps, we find that for any wb ≥ wee∗b , manufacturer A should increase its
wholesale price to be above wee∗a to increase profits because its marginal profit is strictly positive
at wee∗a . However, it should not increase its wholesale price by too much. Otherwise, its demand
and profit will drop. Therefore, A’s best response wholesale price should be greater than wee∗a .
That is, wnna (wb) > wee∗a for any wb ≥ wee∗b .

Proof of Statement 2. To show that A’s optimal price increases with wb, consider two prices of
manufacturer B: w

′
b > w

′′
b ≥ wee∗b . Denote A’s best responses by wnna (w

′
b) and wnna (w

′′
b ). From

Assumption 3, we know that A’s marginal profit increases with B’s wholesale price, ∂
2πnna (wa,wb)
∂wa∂wb

>
0. We get

∂πnna (wnna (w
′′
b ), w

′
b)

∂wa
>
∂πnna (wnna (w

′′
b ), w

′′
b )

∂wa
= 0,

where the inequality is from the fact that A’s marginal profit increases with wb and w
′
b > w

′′
b , and

the equality follows the definition of best response of A. Because its marginal profit at wnna (w
′′
b )

is positive when B’s price is w
′
b, A should increase its wholesale price to maximize profit. That

is, wnna (w
′
b) > wnna (w

′′
b ). Thus, A’s best response function is a strictly increasing function of wb.

Similarly, B’s optimal price increases with A’s price. Therefore, the two manufacturers’ wholesale
prices are strategic complements.
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Proof of Statement 3. For wb ≥ wee∗b , we know A’s profits satisfy

πnna (wnna (wb), wb)) > πnna (wee∗a , wb) ≥ πnna (wee∗a , wee∗b ).

The first inequality follows the definition of profit maximization and that ∂πnna (wee∗a ,wb)
∂wa

> 0 in
equation (15). The second inequality is because that the demand forA increases with the wholesale
price of B. This result implies that A will get more profits if it increases the price from wee∗a to
its best response when B’s price is greater than wee∗b .

Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. Let wnm = lim
wb→∞

wnna (wb) be the limit of A’s wholesale price when B’s price goes to

infinity, where the superscript nm denotes that A acts like a monopoly when wb approaches
infinity in the non-exclusive contracts. From Assumption 3, we have that wnm < ∞ because
a manufacturer’s sales would go to zero if the price is infinity. From Lemma 3, we know that
wnna (wee∗b ) < wnm because wnna (wb) is a strictly increasing function. Thus, wnna (wb) has an upper
bound wnm. Lemma 3 also implies that A’s optimal price in the non-exclusive case is greater than
wee∗a when B’s price is wee∗b , wnna (wee∗b ) > wee∗a = wee∗b , where the equality is due to symmetry of
the two products. Similarly, wnnb (wa) is also bounded above by wnm because of symmetry and
wnnb (wee∗a ) > wee∗b = wee∗a . Thus, for j 6= j′ ∈ {a, b},

lim
wj′→∞

wnnj (wj′) = wnm, and

lim
wj′→wee∗j′

wnnj (wj′) > wee∗j .

Combining these features of the two best response functions, we know that there exists an equi-
librium for the non-exclusive case, (wnn∗a , wnn∗b ), and both manufacturers’ equilibrium whole-
sale prices are greater than their exclusive levels, wnn∗j > wee∗j for j ∈ {a, b}. To see this,

denote the inverse function of A’s best response function wnna (wb) by wVb (wa). The best re-
sponse function wnna (wb) is invertible because it is strictly increasing as in Lemma 3. Define the
difference between B’s best response function and the inverse of A’s best response function as
∆(wa) = wnnb (wa) − wVb (wa). If there exists a wa > wee∗a such that ∆(wa) = 0, then an inter-
section point of the two manufacturers’ best response functions exists, and it is an equilibrium
under the non-exclusive contracts. If the demand functions Qnnj (pnn) and pnn(wnn) are contin-
uous and differentiable, then the manufacturers’ best response functions are continuous in each
other’s wholesale price because the FOC of the manufacturers will be continuous. Then ∆(wa) is
continuous because the two best response functions are continuous. Then

∆(wee∗a ) = wnnb (wee∗a )− wVb (wee∗a ) > 0, and (16)

lim
wa→∞

∆(wa) = lim
wa→∞

[
wnnb (wa)− wVb (wa)

]
< 0. (17)

We prove the inequality (16) in two steps. First, Lemma 3 implies that wnnb (wee∗a ) > wee∗b . Second,
from Lemma 3, we know wee∗a < wnna (wee∗b ). Thus, wVb (wee∗a ) ≤ wVb (wnna (wee∗b )) = wee∗b , where the
inequality comes from that wVb (wa) is an increasing function, and the equality is from the definition
of the inverse function wVb (wa). Thus, ∆(wee∗a ) = wnnb (wee∗a ) − wVb (wee∗a ) > wee∗b − wVb (wee∗a ) >
wee∗b − wee∗b = 0.

To see the inequality (17), we know that lim
wa→∞

wnnb (wa) = wnm by definition of wnm and the
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symmetry between the two manufacturers. We also have that lim
wa→∞

wVb (wa) =∞ because A will

only set an extremely high price when B’s wholesale price goes to infinity. Thus, lim
wa→∞

∆(wa) =

lim
wa→∞

wnnb (wa)− lim
wa→∞

wVb (wa) = wnm −∞ < 0.

Because ∆(wa) is continuous, the inequalities in (16) and (17) imply that a wa ∈ (wee∗a ,∞)
exists such that ∆(wa) = 0. This intersection point of the two best response functions is an
equilibrium with the non-exclusive contracts. Denote the equilibrium prices by (wnn∗a , wnn∗b ). By
the symmetry of the two manufacturers, we know wnn∗a = wnn∗b > 0. In addition, their equilibrium
profits are greater than the exclusive equilibrium profits because

πnn∗a (wnn∗a , wnn∗b )) = πnn∗a (wnna (wnn∗b ), wnn∗b )) > πa(w
ee∗
a , wee∗b ),

where the equality is from the definition of equilibrium, and the second inequality follows from
the last statement in Lemma 3.

Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. Recall that in the exclusive equilibrium, retailer C’s FOC is

Qeea (pee∗a , pee∗b ) + (pee∗a − wee∗a )
∂Qeea (pee∗a , pee∗b )

∂peea
= 0. (18)

With the non-exclusive contracts, retailer r’s price pnn∗ar affects its sales of both products under
the non-exclusive contracts. Its FOC for product a’s retail price is

Qnnar (pnn∗) + (pnn∗a − wnn∗a )
∂Qnnar (pnn∗)

∂pnna
+ (pnn∗b − wnn∗b )

∂Qnnbr (pnn∗)

∂pnna
= 0,∀r ∈ {c, d}.

From (6), we know that the total demand in the non-exclusive contracts is greater than that in
the exclusive contracts as in equation (6). Because the demand for the two products are the same
in the symmetric equilibrium, each product’s total demand in the non-exclusive contracts is also
higher than that in the exclusive contracts. Due to symmetry, the two retailers’ markups on a
and b are also the same, pnn∗a −wnn∗a = pnn∗b −wnn∗b . Adding the two retailers’ FOCs for product
a in the non-exclusive case, we have

Qnna (pnn∗) + (pnn∗a − wnn∗a )

[
∂Qnnac (pnn∗)

∂pnna
+
∂Qnnad (pnn∗)

∂pnna
+
∂Qnnbc (pnn∗)

∂pnna
+
∂Qnnbd (pnn∗)

∂pnna

]
= 0.

(19)

Comparing equation (18) with (19), we get pnn∗a − wnn∗a > pee∗a − wee∗a because the demand in
the non-exclusive contracts is higher (i.e., Qnna (pnn∗) > Qeea (pee∗a , pee∗b )) and the marginal impact
of retail price is smaller as in (7). Thus, the retailers get higher markups in the non-exclusive
contracts. Similarly, the retailers’ markups on product b is also higher in the non-exclusive
contracts, pnn∗b − wnn∗b > pee∗b − wee∗b . The higher demand and markup imply that each retailer’s
profit is also higher in the non-exclusive contracts than that in the exclusive contracts: πnn∗r >
πee∗r , r ∈ {c, d}.
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